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INTRODUCTION
The development of Australian law teaching in recent years has
been characterised by critical and reflective approaches to
educational theory and practice. These developments have
transformed teaching through a critical consideration of what
happens in law school classrooms. As institutional moves towards
flexible delivery alter the landscape of higher education, the
classroom-based focus of law teaching is under challenge; it has
become increasingly necessary for law teachers to explore nontraditional modes of course delivery, including teaching using the
Internet.
In a 1999 project called Starting Out: An Introduction to Law
and An Introduction to Flexible Delivery, I sought to explore the
ways in which law teaching might be carried from the classroom to
the World Wide Web.1 The project replaced the weekly face-to-face
lecture in a first year Bachelor of Laws subject with a ‘web-lecture’
delivered over the Internet. A core facet of the change was the
development of a web- based teaching strategy from the ground up,
inspired by the developments in traditional law teaching and
looking to fundamental educational objectives as the starting point.
The strategy employed in the web-lectures used questions to guide
students through the readings, rather than transposing lecture notes
from a face-to-face context onto a web page. It relied upon a
combination of explanation and questioning, through which it was

hoped that students would be both compelled and inspired to
engage with the course materials and themes in a meaningful way.
The rationale for this strategy was grounded in educational
objectives of deep, holistic and student-centred learning. In an
earlier article, I documented in detail the development of the
teaching strategy.2
This paper – a companion to the first – is an evaluation and
review of the web-lectures and the teaching strategy which was
applied. Student responses to the web-based format and to the
specific teaching strategy are addressed in sections two and three.
In section four, the project review turns to the educational
objectives and examines how the student responses might inform
course design with a view to enhancing student learning approaches
and outcomes.
My aim in this article is not only to describe and analyse the
experience during autumn semester 1999, but also to extrapolate
from the project and the literature to identify some problems and
potentials in the shift to web-based flexible learning. The evaluation
is placed in the context of the theoretical and evaluative literature on
teaching, learning and flexible delivery with a view to offering a
constructive critique of teaching practices, new technologies and the
relationships between these and the contemporary administration of
higher education.
The arguments advanced are both specific and general. With
regard to the former, it will be argued that where web-lectures are
employed the key implication for course design and structure is the
need to reconceptualise (rather than replace) the lecture and
establish the web as a teaching and learning resource within a
broader student-centred framework for inquiry. There is, however,
a more significant and more broadly conceived argument which
drives the paper: in the push for increased flexible delivery, the
core concern should not be technology but the objectives and
practices of teaching. The point, it will be suggested, is to make the
technology work for teaching, not the other way around. The
project review and the conclusion offer some critical and
cautionary thoughts on the possible relationships between
pedagogy and the Internet in a climate of higher education
management where good teaching all too frequently appears to
occur in spite of – rather than because of – the drive towards
flexible delivery.3

Evaluation Strategies
The main evaluation mechanism was a survey completed by
students in the last tutorial class of semester where 15 to 20
minutes were set aside specifically for this purpose. A total of 133
surveys were completed; this constituted 73.9% of the total cohort
of 180 students in Introduction to Law. Additional strategies for
evaluation included student focus groups4 and the lecturer’s
journal. The student surveys are the principal source of data in the
analysis which follows. The focus group discussions are less
frequently referred to because the comments made in those groups
often related to organisational issues and service-provision specific
to the university.

Identifying the Issues
Comments in the surveys fell into five broad categories:
(i) technology
(ii) communication through the web
(iii) staffing
(iv) the web-based format of teaching
(v) lecture content
No significant themes emerged from the first three of these
categories.5 Student comments were for the most part concerned
with the web-based format of teaching6 and the content of the
lectures.7 In discussing the web-based format I have also addressed
the issues of Internet access and use which from a teaching and
administrative viewpoint were crucial in ensuring that students were
able to access and use the teaching medium, and important for
course design with regard to how they used the medium. The latter
category is addressed in section four. The comments on lecture
content raised issues that were directly relevant to the teaching
strategy, offering the most useful material for insight into student
learning experiences in a self-directed and web-based context.8

TEACHING AND LEARNING WITH A WEB-BASED
FORMAT
Overview of Student Satisfaction with the Web-based
Lecture Program
The level of student satisfaction was on the whole quite high.

Approximately one third of the respondents thought the web-based
lecture delivery was very good or excellent, while 60.9% of
students thought it was good, very good or excellent. Just 5% of
students were not satisfied, with another 12% approving but finding
significant drawbacks.
Table 1
Overall Satisfaction
Under the heading “overall”, students were asked to circle one of the
following responses to the question, “How satisfied were you with the webbased lectures in Introduction to Law?”
133 respondents answered this question.
% of responses
Not satisfied at all

2.3

Not satisfied in important respects

3.0

OK, but there were significant
drawbacks

12.0

Generally it was OK

16.5

Generally it was good

24.1

Generally it was very good

22.5

Generally it was excellent

14.3

No answer/incorrect reponse

5.3

The degree and distribution of positive and negative comments,
and the comparison of the web-based lectures against face-to-face
lectures in other subjects are consistent with the overall ratings.
Approximately two-thirds of the total 464 comments provided were
positive. The distribution of those comments reveals 57% of
surveys to have offered three or more positive comments, while only
15.8% of surveys offered three or more negative comments. 67.7%
of surveys offered either no negative comments or just one negative
comment.
Table 2
All Positive and Negative Comments: By Distribution
The percentage of the 133 surveys which carried 0, 1, 2 or 3 comments
(positive and negative):
No of
No of negative
positive
%
%
comments
comments
0
10.5
28.6
0
1
17.3
39.1
1

2
3

15.1
57.1

16.5
15.8

2
3

Comparison with face-to-face lectures
By way of comparison with other subjects using face-to-face
lectures, the student feedback was very positive: of the 181
comparative comments offered, 72.4% were positive with regard to
the web-based program in Introduction to Law in comparison to the
face-to-face lectures in other subjects. Overall, the web-based
lectures compared very favourably: 69.1% of the 55 respondents
who made a direct comparison indicated the lectures were either
good and compared well, or very good and better than face-to-face
lectures in other subjects.9
Table 3
Comparative Comments – Direct Comparison
Number of
comments
4
Not as good
1
No different

% (of 55 direct
comparisons)
7.3
1.8

Not much
different

1

1.8

OK

10

18.2

Good/compared
well

15

27.3

Very
good/better

23

41.8

2

3.6

Excellent/far
superior

Why Did Students Like or Dislike the Web-based
Format?
Table 4, shows student opinions on the web-based lecture
format. The figures in the first three columns are drawn from
responses to questions asking students to identify positive and
negative features of the web-based lectures in Introduction to Law.
The column on the far right denotes responses to the question
asking students to compare the web-lectures in Introduction to Law
with face-to-face lectures in other subjects; where responses offered
meaningful parallels, they have been included, though the right-hand

column is not exhaustive.
Table 4
Web-based delivery of lectures: positives and negatives

Number
of
comments

% of total
positive
comments

% of total
negative
comments

Number of
comparative
comments

Convenience
(include work at
own pace & access
from home)

66

22.5

52

Can refer back to
notes anytime

12

4.1

8

‘Ready made notes’

12

4.1

28

Allows
concentration on
content and avoids
preoccupation with
note-taking

9

3.1

Ability to get
lecture in advance

9

3.1

Modern style of
teaching

5

1.7

Equality for slow
note takers

4

1.4

Positive comments

Negative comments
Too impersonal /
prefer face-to-face

16

10.0

Notes not available
far enough in
advance

14

8.7

Improvement is
necessary

6

3.7

All material not on
one page

6

3.7

27

Does not facilitate
student-student
interaction

2

1.2

Lecture notes only
available over the
web

1

0.6

The positive comments overwhelmingly expressed a liking for
the convenience of the web-based lecture, including the ability to
work at one’s own pace and the ability to access the lectures from
home. This was reflected in the focus groups where, for instance,
the following view expressed by one student was strongly
supported by others: “I loved the idea of the lectures on the Internet
because, to be honest, I didn’t have to stay back for a lecture and I
could do it whenever I liked at home.”
The negative comments showed a substantial number of
responses – 10% of the total negative comments – favouring faceto-face teaching and finding web-based delivery too impersonal.
This was emphasised more in the comparative questions, which
revealed a range of concerns on this issue. The far right-hand
column shows that the main comments regarding the strengths and
weaknesses of the lecture program were generally consistent with
those which emerged when students were asked to compare the
web- lectures with face-to-face teaching in other subjects.

Face-to-face Teaching Versus Web-based Teaching
The value of face-to-face teaching in the subject was clear from
student responses which overwhelmingly indicated that the cohort
found the weekly seminar classes to be the most helpful part of the
course.
Table 5
Lectures, Seminars and Materials
Students were asked: “In undertaking the subject Introduction to Law,
how helpful were the following?” 133 students responded. All figures are
in percentages.
Weblectures
Seminars
Materials
5.3
0
0
Not very
helpful at all

A bit helpful

6.0

1.5

3.7

OK

25.5

9.0

27.8

Helpful

33.1

30.1

39.9

29.3

58.6

27.8

Very helpful

The table should not be seen as indicating a simple preference
for face-to-face teaching; the open-ended and comparative
comments make it clear that the absence of face-to- face teaching
was clearly picked up by students for a range of reasons. These
issues are discussed further below.

Internet Access
Student computing competency
Student computing competency was both a pre-requisite and an
objective of the web-based lectures. As a pre-requisite, almost all
students commenced the course with adequate skills; less than a
dozen students attended the instructional classes at the beginning of
semester.10 By the end of semester, computing competency had
increased: half the cohort could use the Internet with confidence at
the start of semester, and two- thirds were confident by the end of
semester. 93.2% of respondents stated that they were at least
comfortable with basic use of the Internet by the end of semester,
up from 77.4% at the beginning of the year.
It is perhaps worth noting that some students had difficulty in
accessing Adobe PDF files if the Adobe Acrobat reader was not
already on their computer. This was raised as an issue in focus
groups where students working from home said they had difficulty
downloading the Adobe Reader software and had to use the
university’s computing labs in order to access the few PDF files
that were used on the web site.

Accessing the Web Page
Access questions are relevant not only to the viability and utility
of teaching across the web but also to equity concerns.
Table 6
Point of Access
Point of access to subject web page. Figures represent the

percentage of survey respondents.
University
computing labs
0-2 times during
44.3
semester

Law library
computing labs

Home

38.1

26.3

3-7 times during
semester

20.3

25.5

10.5

8 times or more
during semester

33.1

33.1

60.2

The results show that just over 60% of students were accessing
the site predominantly from home, with a further 10% accessing the
site from home on a regular basis.11 While this no doubt prompted a
deal of positive feedback concerning the convenience of web-based
lectures, it cannot be permitted to overshadow the significant use of
university computing facilities. Any shift towards more
comprehensive web-based teaching cannot occur without adequate
resourcing and monitoring of institutional computing facilities lest
web-based components of courses become a resource only for those
who can afford computing and Internet access from home.12

Using the Lectures
Students should ideally have accessed the lectures at least once
weekly, or perhaps more often if the lectures were read and printed
at different times. The surveys indicated that 91.4% of respondents
accessed the lectures at least once weekly. This is in contrast to
approximately a 70-80% lecture attendance for Introduction to Law
in previous years.13 It appeared from tutorial participation that
students had generally read the lectures prior to their seminar
classes; some of the focus group participants indicated that
students in Introduction to Law seminars appeared slightly better
prepared than in other subjects.

Printing and On-line Use
The substitution of face-to-face lectures with a web-based
lecture was not intended to be interactive but was at least intended
to encourage students to make use of the HTML format and move
between links within the Introduction to Law site as well as to
explore sites beyond that by providing links in web-lectures.
Table 7

Lectures: Printing and On-line Use
Usually just printed the
lectures and read them later

51.9%

Usually just read them briefly
on-line and then printed them

39.7%

Usually read them thoroughly
on-line and then printed them

2.3%

The pattern of web use shown in table 7 suggests that students
did not work on-line but tended to consider the Introduction to Law
site as a medium for convenient access to a static course
component. The lecture format lent itself to this and so the result is
not surprising. On the other hand, the lectures often contained links
to other pages which students would most likely wish to print (eg,
assignment questions, or a self-assessment marking guide); it
would have made the most sense for students to at least read
through the lecture prior to printing so that they could ascertain
whether other pages needed to be accessed. Nonetheless, 24% of
students accessed the lectures more than once weekly, possibly
indicating that students would print the lectures out and then return
to them later to move through links and other sites. The
improvement in computing competencies also indicates that
students may have utilised the web-format more than the printing
figures suggest.
It will be suggested below that in light of the teaching strategy
in Introduction to Law, the student preference for printing the notes
immediately does not at all detract from the value of the lectures as
an educational tool.

A Success?
The web-based format appears to have been for the most part a
success with regard to student responses. For a pilot program with a
teaching strategy and delivery format that departed substantially
from traditional teaching methods, the results suggest a program
that has proved to be a viable and successful mode of delivery for
the lecture component of the subject. While the “convenience
factor” appears to be the key motivator for student satisfaction, the
responses to the teaching strategy are indicative of a more complex
reaction to the project.

STUDENT RESPONSES TO THE TEACHING STRATEGY
Comments on the Web-lectures
The most striking feature of the comments on the lecture
content is the polarisation of student responses to the teaching
strategy. Of 185 comments, 110 (59.5%) were positive and 75
(40%) were negative. The breakdown of the types of comments
made shows the divisions more clearly (table 8 on next page).
Of the comments regarding the lectures as a source of
explanation, 54 were positive and 36 negative (60% to 40%). The
comments concerning the use of questions showed approximately the
same ratio: 28 to 22 (56% to 44%). The polarisation of student
opinion is apparent from the comparison of conflicting views on
the quantity and quality of explanation. For instance, 15
respondents regarded the notes as comprehensive and 13
respondents considered the notes to be a good summary, while 12
expressed the view that more content or quantity was needed; 24
students indicated that the lectures provided a clear explanation, while
13 thought there needed to be either more or clearer explanation.
From a teaching perspective, it is pleasing that a reasonable
number of students found the lectures to be a good source of
explanation – particularly since in many cases students were
required to reach the core of the explanation by themselves. It
indicates at least a degree of success with regard to the selfdirection students needed to employ and the assistance they derived
from the web-lectures in doing so.
The use of questions and references to the readings prompted an
even more significant division of opinion, but supports the success
of the teaching strategy in a manner consistent with the above
analysis. Once again, approximately half of the students who
addressed this issue considered the questions to have been useful.
In the focus groups the use of questions was generally well
received, though students noted that when there were too many
questions they tended to ignore them and pass over the points.
These comments highlight the need for careful structuring of the
material.
Table 8
Lecture Content: Positive and Negative Comments (breakdown)

Number of
comments
• Content and
Explanation
(+) Clear explanation
of material

13

(+) Comprehensive
notes

15

(+) Pleased with
content

2

(-) Clearer/more
explanation needed

13

(-) More
content/quantity
needed

12

(-) Notes too
lengthy/too specific

3

(-) Too much legal
jargon

3

(-) Notes unhelpful

2

(-) Did not highlight
important points

3

• Use of Questions
and References

28

(+) References to
readings helpful/
useful; it put the
readings in
context

18

(+) Questions
encourage
meaningful thought

10

(-) Supply more
information rather
than references to
readings

Total
negative
comments
36

24

(+) Each lecture a
good summary

(-) Use fewer
questions – more
statements and
information needed

Total
positive
comments
54

18

4

22

• Appearance of
Lectures

18

(+) positive
aesthetics of notes
(headings, font, etc)

0

18

Explaining the Polarisation
The surveys do not offer any immediately apparent explanation
of the polarisation of student opinion with regard to the lecture
content, but there are numerous comments in the comparison with
face-to-face lectures in other subjects which suggest that the
negative responses regarding the lectures may perhaps be explained
at least in part by the demands which arise from the self-learning
emphasis which underpinned the teaching strategy.

Learning and self-learning
A number of comments concerned the degree of self-learning
required of students. Self-learning for some students was generally
perceived as a negative aspect of Introduction to Law, its perceived
absence presumably being a positive feature of other subjects.14
The negative attitudes with regard to the self-learning process
supported by the web-lectures and students’ expectation or desire
for information alone is perhaps the most likely catalyst for the
negative comments with regard to the lecture content.

Table 9
Comparative Comments: Learning and Self-learning
The question of comparison yielded 69 negative comments. From these,
the following opinions can be discerned:
No of
% (of 69)
comments
With web-based lectures the onus is on the
student to work. This can lead to laziness.
Face-to-face “forces” a student to work.
9
13.0
Web-based lectures made learning more
difficult – too many questions without
5
7.2
answers.
Web-based lectures involve more selflearning [the comments indicate this was a
negative notion]

2

2.9

Web-based lectures cannot explain
concepts as well as face-to-face. This
encompasses both basic and complex
issues.

13

18.8

The positive and negative comments on the lecture content,
combined with the comparative comments, are suggestive of the
following explanation of the survey results. The web-lectures
guided students through the materials quite closely; in order to
understand the lectures, students were required to read the materials
in more depth than they otherwise might have – that is, to engage in a
self-learning process to a greater degree than in traditional lectures.
The benefits were that they should have attained a more thorough
grasp of the readings, as well as building analytical and critical
reading skills. The positive responses in the surveys might then have
been provided from students who read the materials thoroughly (and
who would possibly read the materials thoroughly whatever the
format of teaching). The lectures would be of most benefit to these
students. On the other hand, the high degree of close reading and
self-directed learning required would mitigate against those who
rely primarily on lectures (rather than readings) as their source of
knowledge in the course. For these students the lectures would be
lacking in explanation or content. This may prompt the negative
responses to the survey questions regarding the content of the
lectures.15

Insights from the literature
It appears from the literature that for a range of reasons an
emphasis on self-learning does not always prompt the enthusiastic
student response which might be desired by teaching staff; Le Brun
and Johnstone note that
many students are not as self-directing or responsible as much of the
educational literature on teaching adults assumes. … [M]any take
direction easily, seek cues on what is important, have low motivation
and self-esteem, and feel helpless. They prefer passivity and direction
from others over self-direction. … Furthermore, some may have very
specific expectations about the type of education they wish to receive
which is not within the mission of the university, the program of the law
school, or the goals, aims and objectives of our courses. 16

Three samples of student responses to self-learning strategies are
documented by Clark,17 Jones and Jones18 and Scott, Buchanan and

Haigh.19 A polarisation not dissimilar to that found in the
Introduction to Law evaluation is apparent in these reports: “nearly
half” the students in the Jones’ study preferred conventional
lecturing20 and while Clark does not provide a figure, he clearly
identifies streams of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with a selfdirected approach.21
Clark’s study points to several reasons for negative feedback
regarding self learning. First, the reasons for dislike of studentcentred self-learning approaches lie most frequently in the area of
learner confidence, with many students uncertain as to whether
they are “learning the right thing” and even enthusiastic students
feeling that they had not accomplished what they might have in a
conventional mode.22 Learner confidence also related to the
flexibility which students feared would allow them to miss out on
important information.23 In the evaluation of the Introduction to Law
project, these concerns arose in one of the focus groups when a student
expressed a desire for at least some face-to-face lecturing. When
asked why, the response was an emphatic, “We want assurance from
the lecturer himself. That we’ve understood the right thing, what he
means us to understand.”24
Secondly, Clark found that the context of the self-learning
approach mattered; students’ reactions depended on their
experiences of teaching and learning in higher education. 25 This is
consistent with the conclusions of Scott, Buchanan and Haigh with
regard to student experience in both prior and parallel courses
compared with the student-centred focus in the researchers’ course
at the University of Waikato:
There are no parallels to this course in the programmes that
most of our students undertake during their first few years at
university. Across the university as a whole, the teaching and
learning culture is relatively conservative. In many courses, the
purpose of university education is not discussed with students,
there is no explicit reference to process learning objectives,
activities intended to help students develop specific learning skills
are rare and there are relatively few opportunities for students to (learn
to) take responsibility for aspects of their own learning. The learning
experiences that our students encounter tend not to be reinforced in
other courses. It is understandable, then, that some students respond
negatively to our approach – expressing a disinterest in the processes
of learning and a wish to be “filled up” with ideas and skills that they

can use as recipes for responding to situations in the future.26
The third factor identified by Clark was that the impact of the
change itself was seen by some students as too demanding;
“plunging into the deep end” is not appropriate and it appears
students need not only guidance but also to be made aware of the
motives and strategies for new forms of teaching and learning.27
Fourth, there was a perception by some students that they were being
asked to do the work; students perceived it not as empowerment but
as “a denigration of their educational experience”.28 Finally, the issue
of student priorities appeared to underpin some of the negative
opinion; if students are empowered in their learning, they may have
numerous reasons (including the demands of other subjects) for
rejecting a self-learning emphasis.29
Jones and Jones found that students who preferred conventional
learning “enjoyed the lecturer providing them with the information
and felt that the presence of a lecturer stimulated their interest to
learn”.30 Such students also stated that the explanation from a
lecturer encouraged students to think critically, and lecturer
enthusiasm stimulated learning interest, though many
acknowledged that lectures could be uninteresting.31 External
commitments such as part-time work also affected the ability of
students to devote adequate time to a self-learning strategy.
Scott, Buchanan and Haigh also identified the vocational
orientation of younger students as dominating their understanding
of what employers seek and do not seek in graduates. As a result,
they value generic attitudes and skills rather than processes of
learning.32
The results of these reports are not used here to explain the
survey results in Starting Out, but do suggest that the polarisation is
not out of the ordinary. They go some way towards explaining
possible reasons for student dissatisfaction and are suggestive of
issues which might be considered in remedying the concerns about
negative attitudes. At the very least, they indicate concerns which
might be expressly addressed in future projects. A significant
aspect of the project review turns on the ways in which course
structure and materials might be altered so as to enable students to
better manage a self-directed unit; this theme is taken up in part
four.

Feedback
The web site included a ‘feedback’ link which could be
accessed from any screen on the site. It allowed students to make
comments or ask questions directly of myself as subject
coordinator. They could do so anonymously if they wished, and
could request that I respond or not respond. The feedback link
represents one of the most troublesome issues in the evaluation. I
discuss it under the heading of student responses to the teaching
strategy because, like the reflections on the lecture content, it offers
some insight into the extent to which students actively engaged
with the course itself. Accessing and use of the link was generally
very poor, but the reasons for this are difficult to establish.
Table 10
Feedback Link: Access and Use
Figures represent percentage of total survey respondents.
Regularly (once
a fortnight or
1-4 times during
more)
semester
Never
Looked at
15.5
33.8
50.3
feedback
link
Contacted
lecturer
using
feedback
link

9.5

28.6

63.1

The feedback link was at least to some extent a positive feature
of the web site. Approximately 50% of respondents looked at the
link, and 36% of respondents used the feedback link at least once
during semester, though only about six comments offered feedback
on the substance or style of teaching. The use of the feedback link
is more problematic, however, in the lack of access and use.

The absence of feedback
A negative spin on the statistics shows that the feedback link on
the web page was never even accessed by 50% of the survey
respondents. This seems a very high figure, especially in light of
the fact that 77% of students at the beginning of semester and 93%
by the conclusion of semester were comfortable with at least basic

use of the web, meaning that the lack of accessing the feedback link
cannot be attributed to a lack of ability to do so.
The lack of interest remained even when the following was
included in the week six lecture with a view to eliciting at least
some feedback from students:
Evaluation of Web Lectures
The shift into web-based delivery of classes is occurring across the
university and will play an increasing role in higher education. This is the
first time that a law subject at Macarthur has used the Internet to replace
the delivery of face-to-face lectures, but it will certainly not be the last.
One of the aims of the project evaluation is to find out what students
think of the lectures.
 What is good?
 What is not so good?
 Are there things that are good and should not be taken out?
 Are there things that are good but need to be improved?
 Are there things that are no use at all, or perhaps something that is not
there at all but you think would be helpful?
 How does it compare with other subjects which are using the web to
offer some form of lecture notes to support the face-to-face lectures?
 Would it be better to have a face-to-face lecture? Why or why not?
 Does it matter in any case? (“I don’t care either way” is a response we
are still interested in if that is what you think!)
Your input into the evaluation process is important because the feedback
from this subject will be written up to offer a guide as to how web-based
delivery might be used in other subjects (which you will have to do in
future years).
Please use the feedback link to let me know what you think.
Thanks,
Lawrence

Not one student responded with feedback of any kind, through
any medium.

Explaining the lack of comment
While it was a positive sign that there were not streams of
negative feedback flowing in, it was disappointing that there was
not more interest in it. How might this be explained? I will advance
six possible factors which may have contributed, though I am
reluctant to claim that any of the following hypotheses are adequate
explanations for the absence of feedback. The issue is important

because it is suggestive of lack of student involvement in the
constitution of their learning context. 33
First, the notion that the feedback link is on-line is a little
illusory given that approximately half the students just printed the
notes and read them later, thus when reading the request for
feedback generally not being on-line at the time. Nevertheless,
around 40% of students read the notes briefly on line, and around
10% read them more thoroughly on-line. In addition, the high
number of students with Internet access at home (roughly 60%)
means that for many students it is not demanding to convey
feedback through the web page even if they have printed the pages
earlier. The printing of notes may be one factor which contributes
to the lack of feedback but would not of itself appear to be a
satisfactory explanation.
A second potential explanation is that the web-based nature of
the lectures de-personalises the subject coordinator. The survey
responses indicating a dislike of the impersonal nature of webbased teaching may also indicate a reluctance to engage with it.
Perhaps it seemed that there was no-one to respond to. This,
however, also seems an inadequate explanation. I was on campus
regularly, taught one seminar group, and my office was directly
opposite the teaching room where four of the other seven seminars
were held. In addition, I had been to all seminar groups twice in the
first two weeks of semester.
A third explanation might be that these are students in their first
year at UWS Macarthur and they may have the impression that this
is simply how the subjects run. This, however, is inconsistent with
the enrolment structure under which at least 60 students were also
completing three other LLB subjects, some of which had no web
materials, while others (in addition to face-to-face lectures) had
lecture notes on a subject web page. That is, at least 60 students
were aware that there was a great difference between subjects with
regard to the delivery of web-based materials, but still no students
responded.
A fourth possible explanation is that students are simply too
busy getting themselves through the degree to engage in the
construction of teaching and learning. The issue of external
commitments was identified in the Jones and Jones study as a
factor contributing to negative views of self-directed learning.34
Fifth, it is possible that students simply did not care how the

web page ran, at least insofar as if it was adequate, they had
nothing to say. While this may appear inconsistent with the degree
of effort that students put into responding to the survey, the survey
was administered in the final seminar classes with 10 to 15 minutes
set aside specifically for that purpose.
A sixth explanation might be that students, for whatever reason,
saw no point in responding to the requests for feedback. There is
nothing to indicate that this is the reason, and on the contrary the
wording of the request suggests there is indeed a point to
responding, but the possibility needs nonetheless to be raised. 35

PROJECT REVIEW: RE-THINKING THE FRAMEWORK
FOR STUDENT INQUIRY
Reflections on Internet Use and the Teaching Strategy
The evaluation of the Starting Out project suggests that on the
whole it was viewed by students as a very successful move into
flexible web-based delivery of the lecture component of
Introduction to Law with regard to technology as well as teaching
and learning. It is also clear that the technology used for on-line
delivery needs to be simple and straightforward, easily accessible
and economically viable for students. For all this, the results of the
student survey are frequently suggestive not of great shifts in
student learning or a newfound enthusiasm for Internet-based
teaching, but rather of a desire for little more than the convenience
of accessing lectures at the time and place of one’s own choosing.
In this light, can it be said that the project was successful in terms
of teaching and learning?
The measure of success is difficult to define. I have no evidence
that students either individually or as a cohort performed better
when the lectures were web-based than in previous years of faceto-face lecturing, but there was certainly nothing to suggest that
performance was worse. It was my impression at times that
students seemed to have a better grasp of the readings with the
web-based lectures, and it was suggested in the focus groups that
students in Introduction to Law were better prepared and engaged
in more meaningful discussion of the readings than was the case in
other subjects with face-to-face lectures. On the other hand, this did
not necessarily translate into improved examination results over the

entire cohort.
The measure of success I would like to employ is whether
students engaged in deep learning, or at least whether Introduction
to Law impacted positively on students’ approaches to learning
which will develop further as they progress through their degrees.
Ultimately, I do not know. The evaluation suggests, however, that
the use of the web in no way detracts from that possibility and,
more positively, the Internet appears to be a medium which holds
the potential to impact significantly on student approaches to
learning. But this impact will not be the result of technology: if the
key themes of the evaluation were to be drawn together in one
sentence, the Starting Out project points to the core conclusion that
the most fundamental questions of web-based instruction concern
not the technology but the practice of teaching.36 It is not the
medium that matters, but how one teaches within both the
opportunities for adventurous teaching that the web provides and
the constraints of the technology which removes us from the
classroom.37
With this in mind, the somewhat polarised student responses to
the teaching strategy are reasons to further develop and rework the
project, not reasons for dismantling it or retreating from the
challenges of teaching an LLB program which fosters deep and
lifelong learning while using the Internet as a medium for partial
flexible delivery of law subjects. There should not be a rejection or
watering down of a self-learning emphasis, but nor can resistance
and dissatisfaction simply be ignored – there were, it seems, a
number of survey respondents who did not consider that they had
learned effectively through the web-lectures in Introduction to Law.
How might all students in the course – those satisfied and those
dissatisfied – be able to learn more effectively using the web-based
program, and to more successfully undertake a course where they
engage in a meaningful and rich introduction to the law? Moreover,
might it be the case that a web-based component in a course could
facilitate – more effectively than conventional teaching formats – a
process of deep learning? Drawing on the experience of the Starting
Out project, this review both identifies and represents a fundamental
shift in the orientation of flexible delivery in Introduction to Law.
Where the project aims at the outset consisted of the substitution of
face-to-face lectures with web-based lectures, the review argues for
the complete discarding (or reconceiving) of the concept of a

lecture in the subject.

A Self-learning Orientation
A self-learning orientation needs to remain at the heart of any
subject which endeavours to have students engaging in deep
learning and to instill in students a desire and capacity for lifelong
learning. This is axiomatic in a constructivist understanding of
learning: that the most meaningful forms of learning – learning as
the abstraction of meaning and learning as an interpretive process
aimed at understanding an outside reality – can be undertaken by
the learner her or himself.38 Candy explains that in the
constructivist paradigm knowledge is not “something external to be
‘mastered’” but is “an internal construction or an attempt to impose
meaning and significance on events and ideas.”39 Hence, learners
are not passive beings who respond to “stimuli”, and learning is not
merely the appropriation of previously devised labels and categories.
Instead, learning is an active process of constructing meaning and
transforming understandings. 40

Deep learning will accordingly occur best through strategies
which involve student-centred learning. The point is to:
enable students to shift from a “dependent mode” of education, which
characterises many students’ experiences at secondary school to
different modes of learning, which may include both the
‘interdependent’ and the “independent”. 41

This developmental approach is the focus of Clark’s
conclusions:
the rigours of developing innovative teaching place parallel demands
upon those responsible for the learning. … The problem of developing
teacher innovation within a more traditional institution is that the
projects are clearly fixed, from the student perspective, within a wider
context of conventional teaching and learning. This conventional
context is of paramount status due to its longevity and its commonality,
and does not provide students with the necessary skills and breadth of
experience to meet new teaching and learning requirements. … We
need to be more proactive in empowering our students and equipping
them with the skills necessary to take full and confident responsibility
for their learning.42

In this light, two revisions to Introduction to Law can be
envisaged, which might go some way towards countering the
negative reaction and simultaneously improve the pedagogical
aspects of the subject.43

Teaching students about learning
First, the self-learning emphasis could be made more explicit.
That is, there needs to be a clearer and more frequent explanation to
students why there “are too many questions without answers,” 44 and
why the web-lectures differ from the lecture process in other
subjects. This could be done by compiling a short package of
materials consisting of extracts from the teaching literature in order
to make clear the learning process which students are expected to
undertake and to offer them guidance as to how they can go about
it. Such a package would ideally be referable to the degree program
as a whole so that students might, in the words of Le Brun and
Johnstone, “understand what is (or could be) happening in their
classrooms.”45 Taylor argues that
there may be considerable benefit for … participation and learning if all
courses included a significant attempt to … help students increase their
self-awareness of context appropriate approaches to learning, and their
awareness of and skills in becoming co-constructors of their learning
environments.46

The learning materials then become a part of the process by
which the course content is learned, making clear the rationale for
different processes of teaching and assessment. In short, an express
statement of self-learning strategies may make the process more
reflective for the participating students.47 This reflectivity may
enhance and enrich their learning processes.

Restructuring course design for mixed mode teaching
Second, if the self-learning emphasis is shifted from the
periphery to the centre of course design, Introduction to Law
becomes as much about the learning process as about the course
content. Further, the content of the course can possibly be driven by
and derived from the learning process itself.
In order to shift deep learning and self-learning emphases to the
centre of course design, the entire course structure and emphasis
needs to change, not just the web component. The question then
becomes not how to replace face-to-face lectures with web-lectures,
but what one does with all of the teaching and learning processes in
the subject. The first step in a restructure is to dispose of the lecture
as a teaching process. The substance of what was called in the
Starting Out project a “web-lecture” should be renamed as, for
instance, a web-guide. The web-guide would not take up

administrative functions, but act as a guide to the course readings,
interspersed with questions. In part it would function as a map,
assisting students to navigate their way through the readings, in part
as a set of roads, requiring students to put them together so as to
form a map or framework within which they can locate each of the
course themes and readings.
There would need to be some explanatory content within the
web-guide to enable students to make sense of the readings and to
emphasise the key themes and issues. But this would not make it a
set of lecture notes. The web-guide, like the web-lectures in 1999,
would remain a weekly instalment, enabling the teaching dialogue
to build on queries, issues and current developments as they arise.
It would not be a pre-written study guide. It would enable the
subject coordinator (presumably the author) to monitor students’
grasp of issues and engage with students on a regular basis.
The removal of the lecture would occur in both name and
concept. The nomenclature of components is important because it
aims to remove a sense of loss, which may be associated with webbased teaching. That is, the seminar would be expressly reestablished as the point of face-to-face shared experience and
human community in teaching and learning. The second change to
the course, an express restatement and re-structuring of the learning
project itself, would make this more than an illusory re-naming of a
teaching component.

Achieving a Unity of Teacher and Student Perceptions
The re-worked model turns on a framework for student inquiry,
which pulls student-centred learning from the periphery to the
centre of course design, structure and content. The teaching
components have previously been a guide to the readings with a
view to understanding the course themes. The reliance by students
on the teaching components for their knowledge rather than on the
readings has been problematic. The web-lecture sought on the one
hand to avoid any further shift toward this tendency and on the
other to develop self and deep learning.
The most significant aim of the suggested re-structure would be
to provide a course which would give students a reason to perceive
learning approaches and requirements differently: to perceive the
course as a process which facilitates and requires deep, holistic and

active student-centred learning. Ramsden identifies the perceptions
of students as being crucial in the process of learning:
The educational environment or context of learning is created
through our students’ experience of our curricula, teaching
methods, and assessment procedures. Remember that we are
dealing here with the students’ own perceptions of assessment,
teaching, and courses, and not with ‘objective’ characteristics such
as the division of teaching methods into tutorials, practicals and
lectures or assessment methods into examinations and assignments.
… [It is important] to understand that the effects of different
teaching methods on students are – from their teachers’ point of
view – often unpredictable. Students respond to the situation they
perceive, and it is not necessarily the same situation that we have
defined.48
To this end, the framework revised as suggested here would aim
to achieve a mutual understanding of what constitutes learning with
regard to the content of the course and the development of
foundational legal and study skills.

A Proposed Framework for Inquiry
The proposed framework would shift the course content
towards student inquiry by stating the entire course not as a set of
topics about which questions will be asked at the end, but as a set of
four to six broad and thematic questions stated at the outset. The
project for students over the 13 weeks of semester would be to be able
to answer these questions. The final examination, worth 50% of the
subject mark, would consist of questions derived directly and
closely from each of the thematic questions.
Students would be told that it is their responsibility to work out
how to answer the questions, but that to assist them in their own
endeavours, the teaching staff will provide a selection of resources
for teaching and learning: course readings, a weekly two-hour
seminar, a weekly Internet web-guide, threaded discussion groups
through the web page,49 and a set of materials on higher education
learning and teaching.
There is concern that confronted with a set of questions,
students may engage in surface rather than deep learning.50 The
holistic approach and the express requirements of the course would
hopefully address this possibility. In addition, the thematic course

questions would be framed so that they would not allow for a
surface learning of the materials. The use in the seminar classes of
reflective exercises on the relationship between the different
questions would also hopefully avoid a tendency toward surface
approaches.

Assessment
It is well established that the driving force behind learning is
assessment to the extent that “the form and nature of assessment
often swamps the effect of any other aspect of the curriculum.”51
Assessment methods – both what is assessed and how it is assessed
– “tell … students what we think is important.”52
The close, if somewhat unorthodox, relationship between the
course structure and the main assessment task is directly aimed at
integrating the processes of teaching, learning and assessment,
removing the idea of assessment as a threat. Instead, a constructive
and open assessment task which is inherently linked to the course
objectives sets out to make positive use of student perceptions of
the significance of assessment. In this revised course design, rather
than being merely a method of grading and certification, the course
structure and assessment task together form a strategy for
teaching.53

How the Inquiry Framework Addresses the Evaluation
Concerns
Such a revised framework for student inquiry would address the
evaluation concerns in several respects. 54 First, the loss associated
with the replacement of face-to-face teaching would at least to
some extent be alleviated by re-centering the seminar class as the
contact point for students. The re-naming of the web-guide and
concomitant restructuring of the inquiry framework would not
place the absence of a lecture as a loss. Rather, the lecture would be
extinct as an entity.
Second, while students might still be reluctant to engage in selflearning, the process of learning in this way should become more
manageable as a result of being more expressly stated and more
reflective throughout. With students able to see the point of the
subject structure and increasing their ability to answer the course
questions as they proceed through the teaching components, the

self-learning emphasis wouold hopefully have noticeable gains for
them.
Third, the cohesiveness of the course as a whole and the links
between materials, seminars and the web-guide should become
more apparent as students focus their attention on the various
aspects and draw them together themselves. This more directed
focus should hopefully address student concerns that the weblectures were not sufficiently explanatory; in effect, it would
remove the point of the question because of the shift in emphasis
towards student-centred learning. The more appropriate survey
questions to ask would be along the following lines:
 did the web-guide effectively assist you in understanding the
readings and answering the course questions?55
 after working through the course materials with the webguide, were you able to answer the seminar questions for each
week?
Fourth, while the discussion groups would be threaded by the
teacher to ensure that a question is clearly identified, the discussion
between students would enhance the student- centred nature of the
learning tasks. The weekly web-guide would review the discussion
of these questions. This may address in part the concerns of learner
confidence which were raised in the evaluation, providing both
direction for students and dialogue with them.
In line with the above points, the proposed model would build
on the strengths of the Starting Out project and address the key
concerns identified in the evaluation.

CONCLUSION
In closing I will draw from the Starting Out project and the
review in section four some themes and conclusions which might
be considered in flexible teaching and learning projects beyond that
in Introduction to Law and perhaps beyond law teaching generally.
With regard to the specifics of subject structure and design, the
argument advanced has been predominantly one of reflection rather
than prescription; the suggestion has not been that the Starting Out
project presents either the best or the only way to approach flexible
delivery of lectures. The point has been rather that reflection upon
teaching objectives, strategies and practices both in flexible
delivery and a course or subject as a whole might enrich the

teaching and learning process such that a move into flexible
delivery can act as a catalyst for constructive change. It is hoped
that the project and review explore in a meaningful way some of
the processes through which this might occur.
The claim was made at the outset that it is teaching and not
technology which matters. While that observation may at first blush
seem a little trite, I would argue that for two reasons this is not so.
The first reason is that the attempt in this article has been to give
some concrete form to what might otherwise remain an abstract
point and in doing so to illustrate the rationale for developing a
course in a particular way. Hopefully the paper provides food for
thought in the development of subjects which may – or must – be
flexibly delivered. The emergence of the Internet as a teaching tool
is not always welcomed by academics (or is perhaps welcomed by
some for the wrong reasons), but the experience in Starting Out
suggests that it need not be to the detriment of teaching or learning.
The need for reflective teaching exists regardless of the media
employed; teaching over the Internet should not be considered a
mere extension of another medium but is better conceived of as a
different way of teaching and learning. The web does not make
lecturing more or less difficult, but it makes lecturing different.
The second reason why it is important to stress that it is
teaching that matters rather than technology lies in the very fact
that the rapid shift to flexible delivery appears all too frequently to
be driven by concerns of budgets, technology and marketing –
rather than by teaching.56 The implications of this incongruity form a
defence of teaching in a budgetary climate where little more than
lip-service is paid to the constitution and passing on of knowledge by
any means other than research.57
A defence of teaching in flexible delivery operates in different
ways depending on one’s predisposition to and motivation for the
use of new technologies. For those reluctant to let the Internet into
the teaching process, there is a need to realise that it provides
genuine opportunities for teaching and learning, many of which
require little technical skill and can still foster positive learning
outcomes. There is a need also to realise that where staff have (or
have access to) substantial technical expertise, new and creative use
of interactive or pioneering technology might well be combined
with pedagogical objectives such that the outcome is an excellent
form of Internet-based learning. Such projects will, however,

require adequate resources and time.
At the other end of the spectrum, where flexible delivery is
defined in terms of cost efficiency or pure technological advance,
there is a need to recognise that pedagogically valuable use of
Internet technology may not necessarily be interactive, and may not
necessarily utilise the very limits of computing capacities. It may
instead seek to develop better ways of using the now established
media of the web or discussion pages. Where teachers draw on
technology for flexible delivery, the provision of financial or other
resource support should not always be dependent upon the extent to
which any flexible delivery project will advance the frontiers of
interactive media; the focus should be on the relationship between a
flexible delivery project and the development of effective and
meaningful teaching and learning strategies.
The Internet is a tool which holds great potential for teaching and
learning in higher education, but only if teaching and learning remain
the fundamental objectives. The questions which need to be asked
do not turn on the capacity of the Internet to perform different
functions at ever-increasing speed and volume, but on what we as
teachers might best be able to do with the wide range of capabilities
new technologies offer.
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